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Introduction
Another Place is a piece for live musician and electronics, made in collaboration with recorder
player Charlotte Pugh. It was created in the summer of 2011, and first performed at the
University of York’s Spring Festival of New Music, 13 May 2011, paired with a new realisation
of Steve Reich’s Vermont Counterpoint. The starting point for the piece was a coastal walk from
Whitby to Robin Hood’s Bay in July 2011, in which primary visual and audio source material
for the project was gathered. Sounds used are drawn exclusively from two sources: Field
recordings taken from North Yorkshire Moors during a walk along the coastal path from
Whitby to Robin Hood’s Bay; Studio recordings of recorder played by Charlotte Pugh. The
Data Drive contains Reaper performance files and a stereo audio file of a final mix of Another
Place, along with peformance and stereo playback files for the companion piece (see below).1

Companion Piece
Another Place was created as a companion piece to be played alongside a new recorder
realisation of Steve Reich’s Vermont Counterpoint, and it is designed to use the same technical set
up of amplified solo live instrument and stereo fixed media. Vermont Counterpoint was
commissioned in 1982 by flutist Ransom Wilson and is scored for three alto flutes, three flutes,
three piccolos and one solo part, all pre-recorded on tape, plus a live solo part. The live soloist
plays alto flute, flute and piccolo and participates in the ongoing counterpoint as well as playing
more extended melodies. The piece can be performed by eleven flautists but is intended
primarily as a solo with tape.2 We followed this basic framework for Another Place, with the use
of fixed media (in place of the ‘tape’ part originally used) and also with the use of a range of
different recorders, including bass, alto, soprano and sopranino. It was decided that the new
realisation of Vermont Counterpoint would be tackled first, before moving on to create Another

1

For Another Place performance Reaper files, see: /DataDrive/Another Place Media/Another
Place performance files. For stereo audio playback of finished mix, see:/DataDrive/Another Place
Media/Sound files.
2
Boosey and Hawkes website: http://www.boosey.com/cr/music/Steve-Reich-VermontCounterpoint/5292. Accessed 12th October 2014 13:15.
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Place. The finished realisation and performance files of Vermont Counterpoint can be found on the
Data Drive.3

Inspiration and Context
From the start my plan was to base the new companion piece on a walk in the landscape.
This was inspired by ideas and practices first explored and researched whilst creating Ash Dome
(see Chapter 4). Researching Ash Dome, I read a good deal regarding the work of David Nash
and its context within the wider field of late 20th-century art and sculpture, specifically regarding
artistic practices, such as Land Art, that engage directly with landscape and blur the distinction
between artwork and environment. Excellent examples of such work are Nash’s Wooden Boulder,4
or Andy Goldsworthy’s Thin Ice5, both of which can perhaps best be understood as interventions
in the landscape, rather than being entirely separate from it. Such site-specific work takes art
out of the white cube of the gallery and into a different kind of performance situation. These
kinds of pieces interested me, perhaps because I was becoming aware of my tendency to use
field recordings in my work.
The phrase Land Art has been traced back to a German television film of the same name,
broadcast in April 1969.6 The term can be used to denote artistic works in and with the
landscape. Lailach traces this form of art back to a group of American and European artists
working in the late 1960s, who ‘began to develop new and unconventional techniques and
materials, and think differently about locations and dimensions.’7 Such artists began to think
about landscape differently, no longer just describing it in texts or depicting it in paintings:
landscape itself began to be used as an artistic material.8 Such artists produced their works on
location, working directly with the landscape itself. One artist featured in Schum’s film was
Richard Long, who contributed a piece called Walking a Straight 10 Mile Line Forward and Back
Shooting Every Half Mile.9 As the title suggests, this involved Long following a preordained
journey in the landscape and methodically photographing it. The walk in the landscape, and its
documentation, becomes the work itself. Long produced many such ‘walking pieces,’ including
A Line Made By Walking England (1967), A Hundred Mile Walk (1971–2),10 and 10 Days Walking and

3

For performance Reaper files, see: /DataDrive/Another Place Media/Vermont Counterpoint
performance files. For stereo audio playback of finished mix, see:/DataDrive/Another Place
Media/Sound files.
4
See http://www.culturecolony.com/news?id=13746 and COULSON et al 2011, page 144.
5
See LAILACH 2007, page 48.
6
Land Art directed and produced by Gerry Schum; LAILACH 2007, p. 6.
7
LAILACH 2007, page 7.
8
Also see TUFNELL 2006 and ALFREY et al 2013.
9
LAILACH 2007, page 16.
10
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/long-a-hundred-mile-walk-t01720
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Sleeping on Natural Ground (1986).12 Figure 1 below shows the map produced by Long as part of A
Ten Mile Walk England (1968), with his route drawn across it using graphite:

Figure 1: A Ten Mile Walk England (1968). Map and Graphite. Richard Long. (Reproduced with permission
of the Tate Modern)

In his essay ‘Ten Miles on Exmoor,’ Nicholas Alfrey focuses on this specific piece, describing
Long’s creative process and setting it in the context of his work as a whole:
In November 1968 Richard Long made a work on Exmoor by walking for ten miles in a
straight line on a compass bearing of 290 degrees. The work was documented by the
relevant section of the one-inch Ordnance Survey map on which the line of the walk
was drawn in pencil, with the inscription below: ‘A Ten Mile Walk England 1968’. It is a
significant work in Long’s career because of its unprecedented scale (a ten mile invisible
‘sculpture’) and also on account of the unique environment in which he chose to make
it.13
Another influence on my creative process when making Another Place was the idea of the
Sound Walk, a listening process practiced by Hildegard Westerkamp, amoung others, defined
by her as ‘any excursion whose main purpose is listening to the environment.’14

Figure 2: Image from the clifftop on Another Place field recording walk.
12

http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/long-ten-days-walking-and-sleeping-on-natural-groundt05033
13
ALFREY 2012
14
WESTERKAMP 2007
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Process
My response to the ideas encountered through my research was, perhaps unsurprisingly, to
go for a walk! The walk I chose was from Whitby to Robin Hood’s Bay, on the coast of the
North Yorkshire Moors, as shown by the red line in figure 3 below:

Figure 3: Route taken for Another Place walk. (Reproduced with permission
from Ordnance Survey)

This six and a half mile coastal walk covers a small section of the Cleveland Way, and
predominantly consists of a high, cliff-top trail overlooking the North Sea. Sounds were
recorded throughout the walk, and pictures taken. These together formed an audio-visual record
of the experience, as well as the raw audio subject matter for the piece. Figures 2, 4 and 5 show
pictures taken from the walk. Sounds gathered were then used to develop an initial family of
textures and ideas from which I constructed a basic first-draft form for the piece. This initial
work was by me working alone. The next stage was to work in the studio with Charlotte Pugh
in order to develop recorder parts. This was achieved through a process of live improvisation in
the studio: Charlotte would improvise to develop melodic material and ideas in response whilst
listening to the early draft of the composition on headphones. These improvised responses were
recorded before being reviewed by composer and performer. Certain ideas were isolated to be
developed further, and others were discarded. Charlotte would then return to the recording
booth and the process was repeated. After the initial recording session, I went away and worked
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alone to shape the material further, before a second recording session took place. This process
was repeated until we were satisfied with the piece. Once the final state of the piece had been
fully developed and established, a live part was extracted from the recorded material. This was
then transcribed by Charlotte and practiced for performance.

Figure 4: Field trip image from the North York Moors costal path

In performance, Charlotte memorised the recorder part and navigated the form by
responding to learned cues in the music. A significant amount of flexibility was possible
regarding live performance of the solo recorder part. The emphasis was not on playing the
‘correct’ notes, but on playing something live that retained the same feel as the finished work.
There was also some variation possible in adhering to this principle. For example, in the initial
Intro section, the prominent solo alto recorder parts (at 0:26, 1:07 and 1:26) were played almost
exactly as heard in the recorded example provided on the Data Drive. However, the melodic
material running from 5:53 to 9:30 was improvised differently each time.
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Figure 5: Image from Another Place field trip
on the North York Moors costal path.

My intention throughout was for the piece to be an equal collaboration. I provided the basic
idea and framework for the piece: the creative starting point of beginning with a walk and
collecting sounds to use as raw material, the construction process using the studio as a
compositional tool, and the structure and form of the piece as a whole. But Charlotte provided
the melodic material and raw recorder sounds. The distinction between our roles is not always
clear or easy to grasp. For example, in the initial recording sessions, I asked Charlotte to provide
me with individual tones from each of the recorders. I then used these to construct chords and
loops used throughout the piece (for example, the recorder loop that becomes prominent at
2:05). Other material, such as the tapestry of interwoven melodies found in the final ‘Sopranino
Melody Section,’ are Charlotte’s own improvised lines, although organised and mixed by me.
Throughout, clear and unequivacle decisions regarding whose work is whose are hard to make;
and that, in my opinion, is how it should be. The intention was to create a platform on which the
performer could express something that was meaningful to them at that particular moment.
Furthermore, the platform itself was constructed from experiences shared between performer
and composer (the raw material of the field recordings and the experience of the walk),
combined with responses to this material once it had been transformed and transfigured in the
recording studio environment.
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Form

Figure 6: Another Place complete form.

Figure 6 above shows the complete form of the piece, which can be divided into four sections:
‘Intro,’ ‘Expansion,’ ‘Soprano Melody Section’ and ‘Sopranino Melody Section.’ ‘Intro’ begins
with a two-note repeated figure from alto recorder. This is joined by background textural
material made from field recordings. At 0:15 breath sounds from the alto recorder are added. At
0:26, the solo recorder part first appears with an initial short phrase (played live in
performance). This is joined by a soprano recorder from the fixed media track at 0:46. The live
solo recorder part appears again at 1:07 and 1:26, before a build up begins at 1:49, with an
increase in density in recorder phrases from both the solo part and fixed media track. At 1:59 a
looped recorder part first appears, building the density of the texture further. At 2:56, a clear
low frequency tone, made from processed recorder sounds, signals the start of the ‘Expansion.’
Here the texture broadens, and the tension builds still further. By 4:27, ‘Expansion’ has finished,
and the texture has thinned out, consisting mainly of background field recording loops and the
solo alto recorder, the final phrase from which is sounded at 4:32. A new field-recording loop
begins at 5:04, signalling a change in texture and the entry into the ‘Soprano Melody Section.’
The soprano melody itself begins at 5:53, playing through numerous improvised phrases until
9:30. This soprano melody was played live in performance. A low frequency tone appearing first
at 9:55 signals a change into the ‘Sopranino Melody Section,’ with the sopranino recorder
playing improvised phrases, beginning at 10:49. This sopranino recorder part was played live in
performance, accompanied by numerous layers of countermelody from the fixed media track.
All sounds in this final section are from the recorder, and employ the use of sopranino, soprano,
alto and bass recorders. There are also some low frequency sounds outside the range of the
recorders used, created by pitch shifting using Reaper.
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